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GENERALIZED '·CONTRACTIONS AND
FIXED POINT THEOREMS

By SEHIE PARK AND KlSOO PARK

1. Introduction. The Banach contraction principle has had numerous
generaliz~tions. The following is due to C. S. Wong [8J.

_T,HEOREM A. Let T be a selfm(),p of a complete metric space (X, d). Then
. T has a fixed point if there exist selfmaps ab a2, a3, a4, as on [0, 00) $uch

that

(1) L:;!laj(t) <t for t>O,
(2) each aj is upper-semicontinuous from the right,
(3) d(Tx, Ty) ~ald(x,y)+a2d(x, Tx) +a3d(y, Ty) +a4d(x, Ty) +asd(y, Tx)

for all pairs of distinct x,y in X, where aj=aj(d(x,y»/d(x,y).

This theorem also generalizes some results of D. W. Boyd and l. S. W.
Wong [lJ and of F. E. Browder [2].

We note that a fixed point of a map g: X~X is a common fixed point
of g and the identity' map 1x of X. Motivated by this fact, G. lun
gck [5J and S. Park [6J, [7J obtained some· results on fixed points by
replacing 1x by a continuous map f: X~X. In fact, in [5J, G. lungck
obtained the following u'seful extension of the Banach contraction pririciple.

THEOREM B. A continuous selfmap f of a complete metric space (X,d) has
a fixed point iff there exists aE[O,l) and a map g : x-x which commutes
with f and satisfies gXcfX and d{g:t, gy) ~ad(fx, fy) for' all x, yEX.
Indeed, f and g have a tJftrque dommon fixed point t;. '

In the present paper, we obtain a combined fo~m of Theorems i. and' B
and related results. Consequently, out results extend those' in .DJ: [2J, [5J
and [8J. Actually our r.esults will be stated for metric sPa~es more general
than complete ones.

2. Generalized f-contractions. Let f be a continuous selfmapof ~. itie
tric space (X, d), apd Cl denote.the family of maps if: X~X ~uch thatgX
efX and gf=fg. Note that Cl isnot emptly since f itself belon~s to Cf.'
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DEF!NrrION. Given xEX and a map gECb an f-iteration of x under g
is a sequence {fx,,} .:1 given inductively by the rule fx,,=gX"-l for all n~l,

where Xo=X.
Note that given xEX, its f-iteration is not unique, however, in case j

= lx, an f-iteration of x under g is reduced to the (Picard) sequence of ite
rates for g.

PROPOSITION 2.1. If xEX has an f-iteration under gECf whose limit is
1]EX, tken each fXiEX (i~l) has an j-iteration whose limit is f1J.

Proof. Since f-f-:r:,,=fgx"-l-gf:r"-h ·tffr~t ,,>i is an f':'iteration of fXi
under g. From fx,,-r; and the continuity of f, we have ffx,.-fr;.

DEFINITION. A map g in Cf.is called a generalized f-contraction in the
sense of C. S. Wong if there exist functions ab a2, a3, a4, as of (0, (0)
into [0, (0) such that

(a) each ai is upper-semicontinuous from the right,
(h) I:i~1 a;(t) <t, t>O,
(c) for any x,yEX, fX"4=fy, we have
d(gx,gy) ~ald(fx,fy)+a2d(fx,gx) +a3d(fy,gy) +a4d(fx,gy) +as(fy,gx)

where ai=a;(d(fx,fy))/d(fx,fy).

Note that if f=lx, the identity map of X, then we get a generalized
contraction of C. S. Wong [8J.

For a generalized f-contraction, the limit of an f-iteration of x under g
depends only on x E X if exists.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let gECf be a generalized f-contraction. For any xE
X, if an f-iteration of x under g has tke limit r;, so does every convergent
f-iteration of x under g.

Proof. Suppose an f-iteration {fx,,} = {gX,,-l} .:1 of x=xoEX has limit
1]EX. Let {fy,,} = {gy,,-l} .":..1 be another convergent f-iteration of 'X=Yo
under g. Then there exists an i~l such that fx;=I=fYi. Hence, we have

d(1], gYi) ~ d(r;, gx;) +d(gxi, gYi)

~d(r;, gx;) +a1d(fxi, fy;) +a.."d(jxi, gXi)

+a3d (fYi, gYi) +a4d (fxi, gYi) +asd(fYi, gXi)

and, hence,

d(1], gYi) ~ald(fxi' gYi-l) +a4d (fx i, gy;) +asd(fxHh gYi-l) +0(;)

where loCi)} converges to zero. Since al+a4+as<1, hy letting i-oo, we
have gYi-1].
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THEOREM 2.3. For any generalized j-contraction gE Cf and for any xE

X, there is a Cauchy j-iteration of x under g.

Prooj. Given xEX, we choose an j-iteration \fxn} = 19xn- I } of X=Xo
under g as follows: If we have jXi+I = jx; for some i, then we can choose
jXj'j by jXj'I for all .i~1 and obtain a Cauchy j-iteration. So we may
assume that d(fxn , I> jXn) >0 for each n. Then we have

d(jxn , I> jXn) =d(gxn, gXn-I)

~aId(fxn, jXn-I) +a2d (fXn' gXn) +a3d (jxn-1> gXn-I)

.La4d(jxn, gXn-I) +asd(jxn-h gxn)

~ (aI +a3+ aS) dUx", fXn-I) +- (a2+ a5) dUxn, jXn 1)

and, hence,

dUxn. h jxn) ~ «aI+a3+ aS) / (l-az-as» dUx", jXn-I)·

By symmetry of x, y in (c), we may assume that ((5=(1'4' So if we define
a function

then

d(jXn-h jxn) ~(( (d(fx", jXn-I»

for all 1l~1. Since a(t)<t for t>O by (b), ld(jxn'hjxn)} IS decreasing
and converges to some SE[O, 00). If s>O, then

s=1im.~=d(jxn+hjXn) ~lim sup '_00 a (d(jxn, jXn-I».

Since a is upper-semicontinuous from the right by (a), we have s~a(s),

a contradiction. So 5=0. Now we prove that lfxn} is Cauchy. Suppose not.
Then there exist r>O and sequences lp (n)}, Iq (n)} such that for each n,

p(n»q(n»n, dUxp(n),jxq(n) ~r

and by the well-ordering principle

d(jxp(nH' jXq(n) <r.

Then

r~d(fxp(n), jXq(n)

~d(jXpCn)-h jXq(n) +d(jxp(n), j Xp(nH)

~r+o(n)

where o(n) converges to 0, hence, {d(fxp(n),jxq(n)}

converges to r from the right. By (c),
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d(1Xpf:ll)t IXq(ll) d(gx'p(ll), gXq(n) ".

~d(1Xp(n) , I X'1.(1I1) [a;d(lxp(1l1' I X~(1l1)

,+.a2d (/xp(1l)' I Xp(nHl) +a3d (/xq(tlh I Xq(/ll+l)

+a4d (1Xp<1l1, IXq(nHl) +(lsd(!xq(n); I X p(n1+l)].

So by letting n-HX), we obtain

1,2~ r (alr+a4r+aSr) ,

a contradiction to (b) .. Hence fjxn} is C~uchy.

Given a continuous selfmap I of (X, d) , we consider a condition on X
somewhat more general than completeness.

DEFINmoN. Given g in Cf> X is said to be g-orbitally complete w. r. L' I
if, for any xEX, every Cauchy subsequenee of an arbitrary. I-iteration
Ifx"J '~l of x under g converges in, X. If X is g-orbitally complet,e fO,r a,oY

gECj, then X is Said to be I-complete. ' .

The g-orbital completeness w. r. t. Ix is just the g-orbital completeness of
Ciric [3J, '[4].' .

Clearly, every complete metric space X is I-complete for any I. How'
ever, the converse is not true. For example,. it may happen that X is not
complete1 but IX is complete. Then X is f-complete. Note also that, .every
metric' space X is g-orbitaIly' comp~ete w. r. L I if gX is complete. . . :

Combining Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2~ 3,' we have .

CoROLLARY 2.4. Let I be a continuoUs sel/map 01 X. 11gEel is a gene
ralized I-contraction such that x is g-drbitally complete it>. r. t. I, tnenan:y
xEX 'haS' 'a' cOnf.'ergent I-iteration under g and itk" litnit depends only on x; .

3. Fixed Point Theo1."eJlls. .,Now we have the following main theorem:

THEOREM 3. 1. A continuous sellmap I of a metric space X' ha-s', a . ji'X8iI
point iff there is a generalized I-contraction g in Cl such that X is g-orbi-
tally complete w. r. t. f. Indeed, . ,.

(1) I and g ha'l}e a unique common fixed point r;-=::.X, and
(2) lor an:>, XOEX and any I-iteration {Ixn} , 01 Xo .rmder g, u'e have

lim
n

glx
n
=r;.,. .. .

..

Prool· Necessity. Suppose that f7J . 7J f~r some ·7J E X. Defineg: X-X by
gX=7J for all xEX. Then clearly gECI . Define ~l=(O;'Oo)-[O,oo) by
al (t) =i!t for any AE (0, 1) and lt2= a·s= «4'='«5 ='0. Then'{a)~ (bh . aoo
(c) clearly follow. ... : '., .' :. ." ,,,.' I

Sufficiency. Let g be a generalized f-contracti~~ in Cf su~h that X' is' g-
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orbitally complete w. r. t. f. For any x=xoE::X, we have a convergent f

iteration {fxnl = {gxn-I!, n;;::' 1, of x, by Corollary 2.4. Let C be its limit.
~ow we show that f(=g(· If fXj~1= fXi for some i, then we could have
chosen fXi-l=fxi-2-""=( as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Hence, gfXi+1
=-'Kfxi 2=,··=g(. Since gfXi+I=fgxiH=jfxi';2' we know that {gfxnl is a
tail of an f -iteration of fXi and, hence, has the limit f(, by Proposition
2.1. Therefore, we have f(=g(. Suppose that fXnd*fxn for all n;;::'1. If
,tl .1'i*f( for some i;;::'I, then

d(f', gO ~d(fr., fgxi) +d(gfxi' gr.)

~ deft;"~ fgx;) -'-a1dCjfXj, fe) -l-a2d (jfXi, g f /1.:i)

-',-aadUt:., gO +a4d (jf Xi, g() +asd(fr., gf .1'i)

where ai=a:j(d(jfxj,ft:.»/d(jfxi,fO. Since jfxj=fgxj-t-=gfxi-I> letting
-~CO, we obtain

dUCg() ~ (aa-',-a4) d(ft:., gO,

whence we have It:. =cgr.. If flxn= f( for all n;;::' 1, we have also ft:. = gC
Suppose now fr. *fgr.. Then

dCfr., fgO =d(gr., g20

~aldU(,fgO -:"a2dUr., g(J -;-a3d(fg(, g20

~-a4dUr.,g20 -l-a4dUt;" g20 -: a5d(fg(,10

= (al-T- a l·: a5) dUr.,fgO.

Since at ~-a4 --r-a5<1, this leads a contradiction. Hence, we must have Ir. =-,

j'p;r., which shows that f(=gr. is a common fixed point of f and g. If f and
g have two common fixed point 0:,13 in X, a: * I)' then

d(a:,,a) =d(ga:, gm

~ald(o:,;3)+a4d(rr, ,3) -;-a5d(rr, ,3). :d(n., :J),

which leads a contradiction. Hence I and g have a umque common fixed
point.

In case f = lx, a generalized contraction g has a unique fixed point by
Theorem 3.1. This is just Theorem lof C. S. Wong [8=, which is reduced
to a result of Boyd-Wong [1]. If (l2=r<3=n:4=rr5=O and «I is a constant in
[0,1), Theorem 3. 1 is reduced to a result of Jungck [5]. In fact, a number
of known fixed point theorems are consequences of Theorem 3.1.

In Theorem 3. 1, it can be proved that if X is compact and if
(b) is interchanged with "«" in (c), then it is still true.

COROLLARY 3. 2. Let f be a continuous setfmap of a complete metric space
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(X, d). If gECI and if there is a positive integer k such that gi is a gene
ralized f-contraction, then f and g ha-qe a unique common fixed point.

Proof. Clearly gleECI and hy Theorem 3.1, there is a unique 1JEX such
that 7j=/7J=gi1). But then, since f and g commute, we can write g1)=
f(K7J) =gle(gTj) , which says that K1J is also a common fixed point of f and
gle. The uniqueness implies Tj=gTj= fTj.

THEOREM 3. 3. Let f be a continuous selfmap of a metric space X and g
be a generalized f-contraction in Cl such that X is g-orbitally complete w. r.
t. f as in Theorem 3.1. Suppose further that each ai is increasing. Then

(i) d(gfx", 1) ~a"(d(gf:r;, Tj» for all n;;:::O where Tj is the common fixed
point of f and g, a(O) =0, and for t>O,

a (t) =[ (2al (t) +~i!2 ai(t» / (2t- ~i!2 ai(t» ]t;

(ii) a is increasing, continuous from the right and for any tE[O, 00),
{a" (t)} converges io O.

Hence, {gfx,,} converges uniformly to the common fixed point of f and g
on any bounded subset of X.

Proof. (i) Let xEX be such that gfx::f=Tj and b" = d(gfx", '1) for n;;<:O.
By (c), we have

brPl = botJ(gfXh '1) =botJ(g2x, K7J)

~al (bo)d(fgx, '1) +a2(bo)d(fgx,g2x )

+a4(ho)d(fgx,7j)+a5(bo)d(7j,g2x )

~al (bo)bo+a2(bo) (bo+b1) +a4(bo)bO+a5 (bo)b1

and, hence,

bI ~[(al (bo) +a2(bo) +a4(bo» / (bO- a2(bo) -a5(bo) )Jbo-

Similarly

b2~ [(a. (b.) +a2(bt ) +a4(h1» / (bI-a2(b1) -a5(ht » ]h1•

Because of the symmetry of x, y, (c) still holds if we replace ah a2' a3, a4, a5
respec.tively by

ab (a2+a3) /2, (a2+ a3) /2, (a4+ a5) /2, (a4+a5) /2.

Thus b.~a(bo), b2"a(bt ), and by induction b"+1~a(b,,), n~O. Since a .s
increasing, by induction we have

d(gfx", Tj) =b.~a"(bo) = a" (d(gfx, x», n;;<:O.

(ii) Each a. is increlsing and continuous from the right, so is a. Let t

>0. By (h), a(t)<t. So {a" (t}} is decreasing and converges to some toE
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[0, ex)). Suppose to>O. Then by the right continuity of a,

to=lim....ooa"+l (t) ~a (lim._ooa"(t)) =a (to),

which is a contradiction to a (t) <t for t>O. Hence, to=O.

In case f=lx, Theorem 3.3 is due to C. S. Wong [8J. Note that our
proof is a slight modification of his. When f=lx, a2=a3=a4=a5=0 and
X is bounded, Theorem 3.3 is reduced to a result of F. E. Browder [2,
Theorem 1J.
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